conference and boardroom tables
Beginning with a 3D rendering from our design team, our final product will represent a harmonious blend of your inspired ideas and our skilled interpretation.
calacatta marble table with brushed aluminum power and data units

two-tone cherry table with an anigre center and knife edge with bronze metal inlay and power/data units

conference center table with integrated power, data, and microphones

black back-painted glass table
How serious do you want to be?
Arnold can do serious. Arnold can do imaginative. Arnold can do edgy and sleek. It all depends on you.

Pictured left, back-painted glass top table
Pictured right, two-tone boat shaped table

option 141

1/4" thick glass on top of knife edge subtop

white back-painted glass top table with metal legs

boat shaped table in a two-tone finish with black accent lines and matching power and data lids
Sleek and sophisticated, or whimsical and romantic, Arnold Contract creates conference tables that reflect your desired business aesthetic. Sized and designed to your preferences.
Arnold Contract believes in creating a high quality product to meet all of your boardroom needs. Our ability to design and build a boardroom table that will portray a seamless look in your space will leave your clients impressed and inspired. From a straight grain table to a custom table incorporating many materials, your built-to-order conference table will last for many years to come. The value and service you will receive from a New Jersey based company that has been serving the area for over 50 years will be second to none.
Create a common use area in your office by utilizing empty spaces. Credenzas can be built to your desired dimensions, including height, and offer compact solutions for unsightly garbage receptacles and refrigerators.

Add custom power and data units so nothing stands between you and your work.
Arnold Contract offers many options to customize your table.

### Top Shapes:
- Round
- Square
- Oval
- Modified square
- Racetrack
- Radius corner square
- Camshaped
- Rectangular
- Octagonal
- Modified rectangle
- Octangular
- Radius corner rectangle
- Boatshape
- Wedge shaped
- Radius corner boatshape
- Trapezoid
- Curve end boatshape
- Radius corner trapezoid

### Veneer patterns:
- Straight grain veneer
- Laminate inlay
- Two-tone straight grain veneer
- Sunburst and Belmont top
- Two-tone sunburst and Belmont top
- Quartered diamond pattern
- Quartered reverse diamond
- Back and butt matched without border
- Back and butt matched with border
- Starburst

### Edge options:
- Wood
- Glass
- Stone

### Base options:
- Half cylinder
- Dr base
- Hex base
- Dr base
- Panel leg
- Cylinder base
- Transitional cylinder
- Traditional panel leg
- Duncan Phyfe
- Traditional column
- Queen Anne
- X base
- Boatshaped
- Cube
- Oval
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